
 

 



 

This motorcycle tour provides an introduction to Nepal visiting all the major attractions, from the high 

regions of Mustang down to the hustle and bustle of Kathmandu, the serenity of Pokhara and the exquisite 

fauna and flora of Chitwan National Park.  You will get insight into the ancient cultures, tranquil mountain 

scenery and religion as it is practiced today.  Riding through busy streets, narrow and winding mountain 

„highways‟ and the flat plains of the Terai, it is an incredible Motorcycle adventure on experience in Nepal 

and to add to the experience, you‟ll be riding a legendary Royal Enfield all the way! 

  

Tour at a Glance 

Country Nepal Himalayas 

Period March, April, May—Sep, Oct, and Nov 

Duration 14 Days 13 Nights 

Riding Days 9 Days 

Accommodation Hotels, Guest Houses 

Motorbike Royal Enfield 'Bullet' 500cc / Himalayan 410 cc 

Level of Difficulty Challenging 

Max. Altitude Reached 3800m 

Max. Sleeping Altitude 3500m 

Average Daily Distance 130km 

Total Distance 1173km 

Fitness Level Moderate to Tough 

 

Highlights 

 Ride in the home of highest mountains in the world 

 Majestic view of Annapurna Range 

 Wander the atmospheric streets of Kathmandu 

 Discover the unique tradition and rich history and culture of Nepal 

 Experience the architectural excellence and spiritual awakening at Pashupatinath Temple and 

Boudhanath Stupa 

 Appreciate the rich and diverse flora and fauna 

 Discover the less travelled roads and beauty of this Himalayan country 

 

 

 

 

https://www.worldweatheronline.com/kathmandu-weather-averages/np.aspx


 

 Detailed Itinerary 

 

Day 01 - Arrive Kathmandu 

  (1350m)  

Upon arrival, you‟ll be met by a Motorcycle 

Expeditions representative and transferred to 

the hotel in a private deluxe van.  In the 

evening, you‟ll be introduced to your 

motorcycle and then we‟ll go for dinner in a 

traditional Nepalese restaurant.  This is where 

your cultural immersion begins – WELCOME 

TO NEPAL!  Overnight stay at a hotel. 

 

Day 02 - Sightseeing tour of Kathmandu 

  (1350m)  

More immersion with a local guide who will 

take us for half a day‟s sightseeing tour of 

Boudhanath Stupa and Pashupatinath Temple 

in a private vehicle.  After the road captain 

gives a briefing on Royal Enfield Motorcycles 

and safety and the proper speed on the roads 

of Nepal followed by a question and answer 

session, everyone will be handed the keys to 

their motorcycles and taken for an 

acclimatisation ride around the city.  Dinner 

and overnight stay at a hotel. 

 

Day 03 - Kathmandu to Pokhara 

  (827m, 210km, 8-9hrs)  

After breakfast, we negotiate the traffic out of 

Kathmandu city and enjoy the Himalayan 

mountains, valleys and rivers all the way to 

Pokhara, where views of the glorious 

Annapurna Mountains including the famous 

Fish Tail Mountain will greet us.  Only 

foothills separate Pokhara from the full height 

of the magnificent 8000m high peaks of the 

Annapurna range.  Pokhara is a paradise with 

its crystal clear lakes and fantastic views of the 

Annapurna range.  Dinner and overnight stay 

at a hotel. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boudhanath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pashupatinath_Temple


 

 

 

 

Day 04 - Pokhara to Tatopani 

  (1220m, 105km, 3-4hrs)  

The Baglung Highway towards Beni provides 

fantastic mountain vistas, picturesque, terraced 

farmlands and an opportunity to walk on one 

of Nepal‟s famous suspension bridges.  

Off-road tracks and some river crossings take 

us to Tatopani from here.  „Tato‟ means „hot‟ 

and „Pani‟ means „water‟, a name earned by 

courtesy of the hot springs and is a popular 

place for trekkers to relax and soak their weary 

bodies.  The afternoon is free to relax or 

explore around the village and take an 

unwinding dip in the hot springs located 

nearby.  Dinner and overnight stay at a hotel. 

 

 

Day 05 - Tatopani to Muktinath 

  (3800m, 70km, 2hrs)  

There are fantastic views of the Mt. Dhaulagiri 

(8167m), Tukuche (6920m) and Nilgiri (7061m) 

en route.  Todays‟ scenic views include 

rugged landscapes, beautiful cascading 

waterfalls, orange and apple orchards, 

scattered roadside villages and ancient 

Buddhist monasteries to take your breath 

away.  A variety of road surfaces and a stretch 

of desert plateau, take us to Muktinath where 

we‟ll visit the Muktinath Temple, a sacred place 

both for Hindus and Buddhists.  After this 

visit, the day is free to relax and explore the 

town.  Dinner and overnight stay in a guest 

house. 

 

 

 

Day 06 - Muktinath to Kalopani 

  (2530m, 70km, 2hrs)  

We ride to Kagbeni (2840m) which is a 

fascinating medieval village with closely 

packed mud brick houses, dark alleys and 

imposing chortens.  It is situated along the 

Annapurna trekking route and is the gateway 

to Upper Mustang.  The village stands in a 

little green oasis dominated by its red 

monastery.  Next, we stop in Marpha Village 

for lunch before we continue on to Kalopani.  

Dinner and overnight stay in a guest house. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stupa


 

 

 

Day 07 - Kalopani to Pokhara 

  (827m, 126km, 3-4hrs)  

An invigorating section starts our day with the 

road down to Tatopani, through Jaleswor and 

on to Beni.  After a quick stop, we set out 

following the trail along the river and then 

after about an hour meet the main highway at 

Maldhunga and continue on tarmac to 

Pokhara.  The rest of the day is free to relax 

or explore around the Lakeside Bazaar.  

Dinner and overnight stay at a hotel. 

 

 

Day 08 - Pokhara at leisure 

  (827m) 

Pokhara is a beautiful, modern and busy town 

surrounded by high Himalayan snowcapped 

mountains overlooking the Fewa Lake.  A 

stroll around the Lake is highly recommended.  

Activities such as paragliding, bungee jumping, 

zip flying and ultra-light flights can be booked 

at the hotel.  Dinner and overnight stay in a 

hotel. 

 

Day 09 - Pokhara to Chitwan 

(208m, 167km, 5-6hrs)  

After breakfast we ride to Sauraha, just outside 

Chitwan National Park, which the oldest 

national park in Nepal and situated in the 

subtropical inner Terai lowlands of South 

Central Nepal.  The park takes up 932km² of 

land and was designated as a World Heritage 

Site in 1984.  The name Chitwan means heart 

of the jungle.  Around sunset, guests are 

taken for a canoe safari to view and 

photograph wildlife.  Dinner and overnight 

stay at a hotel. 

* Since there are gentler, more respectful [to the 

freedom of sentient beings] ways of 

experiencing and viewing the magnificent 

wildlife, we don’t recommend elephant safaris 

to any of our riders/guests. 

 

 



 

 

Day 10 - Chitwan to Nagarkot via Kathmandu 

  (2170m, 200km, 8-9hrs)  

At Bhimphedi we pay toll tax for using the 

curvy and steep road ascending to the 

Kulekhani Dam.  From here we ride over 

various grades of road, amongst spectacular 

mountain scenery, rolling, forested hills, deep 

gorges and typical Nepali villages.  Nagarkot 

lies tucked away in the upper reaches of 

Kathmandu Valley with a history that dates 

back to the first human settlement of the 

valley.  This is a magnificent place to view the 

panorama of major peaks of eastern 

Himalayan ranges including Mt. Everest on 

clear days.  Dinner and overnight stay at a 

hotel. 

 

 

Day 11 - Nagarkot to Last Resort 

  (2195m, 110km, 3-4hrs)  

Initially we retrace the route to Bhaktapur, 

before riding on to Dhulikhel, a small town 

famous for its scenic beauty and old tradition.  

The next stop is Last Resort, set amidst 

sprawling terraced slopes, suspended on a 

high cliff-top gorge above the wild Bhote 

Koshi River and surrounded by pristine, dense 

jungle.  Dinner and overnight at the Last 

Resort. 

 

 

 

Day 12 - Ride Last Resort to Kathmandu 

  (1350m, 115km, 3-4hrs)  

Our first stop is Friendship Bridge (Nepal – 

China Border).  After spending some time we 

ride towards Kathmandu on the same route, 

with lunch on the way.  The afternoon is free 

for relaxing or a walk about town.  Dinner and 

overnight stay at a hotel. 



 

 

 

Day 13 - Leisure day at Kathmandu 

  (1350m)  

It‟s the last day of this journey available for 

exploring Kathmandu.  There will be a 

farewell dinner in the evening.  We hope that 

you had a fantastic motorcycle tour with us 

and made some unforgettable memories on 

this trip.  Dinner and overnight stay at a hotel. 

 

 

Day 14 - Final Departure  

Check-out is at noon and from there, you‟ll be 

transferred to the airport for final departures 

according to your schedules.  Should you 

wish to extend your stay, please let us know in 

advance, so we can assist with bookings 

accordingly. 

  



 

What your tour includes  

 All ground transfers in Nepal, airport to airport, in a private vehicle 

 Motorcycle 500cc latest model and fuel for entire trip 

 Accommodation (twin sharing in comfort hotels/similar) neat and clean 

 English speaking tour guide, a motorcyclist by profession and passion 

 Breakfast and dinner in the hotel and lunch on the way in the local restaurants 

 Mineral water will be provided during the expeditions 

 Medical kit 

 Mechanics with all necessary spare parts 

 Support vehicles (if riders suffer from a sore @$$, they may jump into our backup jeep to relax!!) 

 All sightseeing tours as per the itinerary with monument fees for entire tour 

 

Excluded 

 Nepal entry visa fee (available on arrival at Tribhuwan International Airport in Kathmandu) 

 International flights 

 Any medical / travel insurance coverage and personal expenses 

 Any telephone calls /internet charges 

 Any tips for the guide, driver and mechanic 

 Any items not mentioned in included section 

 Alcoholic beverages 

 Any damage to the motorcycle must be covered by the rider in full 

 Any itinerary extensions will subject to additional cost 

 Costs incurred or expenses arising due to natural calamities, strikes, breakdowns and any other 

unforeseen calamities beyond the control of Motorcycle Expeditions (P) Ltd and its associates. 

 

 

 

2018 Cost per Rider 

10 or more Riders USD 3100 

  



 

What to pack 

 General 

We always wear Helmets! It is the law to wear a helmet everywhere we ride. „Local quality‟ helmets 

can be bought in larger cities though your own is always more comfortable and there is no 

guarantee that there‟ll be an opportunity to shop for a helmet before the ride commences. 

When visiting Temples or Gompas, you must remove your shoes.  Slip-ons and zipped boots make 

this lot easier.  Often newcomers to India and Nepal will bring too much “stuff”!  All over India and 

Nepal the essentials are available, from toothpaste to batteries, from headache tablets to pants and 

socks.  It‟s part of the experience to buy simple requirements as you go along. 

We recommend you travel to India with rugged, 'soft' luggage, which can later be stowed in the 

hotel or support jeep. 

What follows, is a selected and detailed list of items that are of primary importance for the safety 

and comfort of all our riders.  This list has been carefully elaborated, year after year, on the basis of 

our experience in the terrain.  All and every item that we have considered most suitable will 

guarantee a better course of the expedition.  There is neither time nor facility to equip yourself 

adequately during your trip in India, so please read through the following list.  We strictly 

recommend our guests to acquire, specifically, all of the required items. 

 

 Bike Gear (* required) 

The easiest way to bring your riding gear is by wearing it on the flight if you need to transfer onto a 

smaller, national flight with luggage restrictions (Please check before you leave home).  Should you 

only fly international flights to the meeting point, it‟s easy to pack all this gear into a duffel bag, 

which can be folded and kept with your luggage which will travel in the backup van for the duration 

of your motorcycle tour. 

1. Helmet * 

2. Padded / armoured bike jacket * 

3. Riding pants (with knee pads) * 

4. Bike gloves * 

5. Bike boots (Dualsport / MX) * 

6. Kidney belt 

7. Sunglasses / goggles 

8. Snood / Buff / Dust mask 

9. Water resistant backpack (day pack size) 

10. Bungee cords / ROK straps / Cargo net 

 

 Clothing (casual clothes) (* required) 

1. Water resistant jacket / Raincoat * 

2. Sun hat / cap 

3. Warm clothes (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 

4. Strong, warm pair of trousers (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 

5. Fleece / Under jacket (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 

6. Warm socks (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 

7. Thermal underclothes (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 

8. Warm scarf (Himalayan/Mongolian Tours) 



 

9. Shoes / Boots (at least 2 pairs) 

10. Flip flops 

 

 Camping (some of these items are good to bring even for non-camping tours) 

1. Warm sleeping bag -10°C (Himalayan / Mongolian Tours where Deluxe Camping is on the 

itinerary) 

2. Travel towel / Quick drying towel 

3. Thermos for hot / cold fluids (for the Coffeeholics) 

4. Penknife / Multitool 

5. Torch light / Head torch 

 

 Documents (* required) 

1. A valid passport with an expiry date of at least 6 months post the end of the tour and required 

visas * 

2. A valid Motorcycle Licence (translated if necessary) * 

3. A valid International Driving Permit / Licence (translated if necessary) * 

4. A valid travel insurance policy which covers your personal health, repatriation, belongings and 

covers you for riding a large capacity motorcycle for transport.  Please print off a copy for safe 

keeping during your tour/travels.  Riders are requested to hand over the insurance numbers 

and addresses to our guide * 

5. 2 Passport pictures (Himalayan Tours) 

6. Copies of your passport and visa as a backup 

 

 Other (*required) 

1. All your regular / daily medication / supplements (consult with your physician) * 

2. Prescription glasses / spectacles 

3. Alarm watch / wrist watch 

4. Money belt 

5. Adaptor https://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/ 

 Nepal - https://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/nepal/ 

6. Camera / lenses 

7. Memory stick(s), SD cards and SD card reader 

8. Battery pack / power bank to recharge devices (Himalayan / Mongolian Tours) 

9. Basic first aid kit including Band-Aids, although we do carry a big first aid kit in the backup van 

10. All your regular toiletries - soap, shampoo, toothpaste etc. 

11. Insect / Mosquito repellent (for South India, Rajasthan, Sri Lanka, Thailand / Laos tours) 

12. Sunscreen / Sun block UV 30/40 

13. Lip balm 

14. Ear plugs 

15. Snacks – eg. some nuts, as per your requirement and these can be bought along the way 

16. Waterless hand sanitizer 

 

https://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/
https://www.power-plugs-sockets.com/nepal/


 

Terms & Conditions 
 

We are providing you with the following list of Terms and Conditions of motorcycle tours with us.  You are 

humbly requested to go through it before you book any tours with us. 

Kindly note when making a booking with MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd along with 

the appropriate deposit(s), a contract will come into existence between you, the Rider / Client and 

MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd the Organizer, in conjunction with the Terms and 

Conditions laid out in this document.  Your booking with us is governed by and construed in accordance with 

the Indian law and Indian Judiciary System Standards, since MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR 

Pvt Ltd is registered with the Govt. of India, Himachal Pradesh Department of Tourism under Registration 

Number is 2-83 / 2014-MNL-TD-4389 and our Corporate Identity Number is U63040HP2012PTC000300.  

MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd is also registered in Germany under Corporate 

Identity Number 32183/21854. 

 

1. Prerequisites 

 You participate with MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd knowing that motorcycle 

touring in Asia (Bhutan, India, Laos, Mongolia, Nepal, Tibet, Thailand and Sri Lanka) involves a certain 

amount of potential hazard even as a competent rider and you do so entirely at your own risk.  The 

security and safe control of your motorcycle while riding, is entirely your responsibility.  

 Please ensure that you are medically sound and that all required preventative and precautionary 

measures for your wellbeing have been taken for such a motorcycle tour, by seeing the required 

medical professionals before you embark on this journey.  Sometimes long, consecutive days of 

varying road conditions from easy to treacherous and rapidly changing, extreme weather conditions 

from sunshine to rain, sleet and snow, take their toll and require good physical fitness and stamina, 

especially in high altitudes. 

 The Rider is required to have at least 3 years on-road and off-road motorcycle riding experience on 

large capacity motorcycles to ride on our tours and is expected to ride with skill, care and confidence.  

Although our mechanics maintain the motorcycles regularly, riders are responsible for the safe 

operation and care of their motorcycles, especially on tours passing through remote areas. 

 At our discretion, any rider seen taking unnecessary risks en-route will have their journey terminated, 

thereafter traveling in the support vehicle for the remainder of the tour.  No reimbursement will be 

given in this case.   Your safety is our primary concern. 

 Please conform to the traffic laws and regulations of each region, since the Rider is responsible for their 

own fines, should they occur. 

 The Rider / Client is responsible for his / her own riding gear and equipment.   Helmets are 

mandatory at all times while on the motorcycle. 

 Should the Rider carry a Pillion, he / she is fully responsible for the safety of said Pillion. 

 The following five documents are compulsory and fall entirely under the Riders’ / Clients’ responsibility 

to acquire 

 A valid passport with an expiry date of at least 6 months beyond the end of the tour 

 Required visa(s) 

 A valid Motorcycle Licence, translated if necessary (for Riders only) 

 A valid International Driving Permit / Licence, translated if necessary (for Riders only) 



 

 A valid travel insurance policy which covers your personal health, repatriation, belongings and 

covers you for riding a large capacity motorcycle for transport.  Please print off a copy for safe 

keeping during your tour / travels.  Riders are requested to hand over the insurance numbers and 

addresses to our guide. 

The above five documents are non-negotiable.  If you are unable to show any one of the above five 

documents on arrival, you will not be allowed on the motorcycle tour. 

 Supplementary Documents - In addition to the required documents, it is always advisable to bring 

the following documents with you 

 Spare Passport sized photographs, for Permits and SIM card purchases 

 Photocopies of your Passport and Visa page, for Permits, SIM card purchases and as a 

backup in case of loss 

 Important telephone numbers e.g. Credit Card Company contact number (in case of loss or 

theft) 

 Medical insurance, if not sufficiently covered by your travel insurance 

 In order to comply with IATA directives, we do not purchase any international air tickets on behalf of 

our Riders / Clients on any of our tours.  Where necessary we will advise Riders of the exact flight 

ticket to purchase and in some cases through which ticketing agent to purchase the ticket to complete 

tour details.  

 

2. Booking 

 Once your online booking is received, your 30% deposit should reach us within 7 days of making the 

booking and the remaining 70% should reach us two months prior to departure date of the tour. 

 On receipt of the deposit, an invoice will be sent enclosing full details, including information required 

for visa application. 

 From your online booking, it will be deemed that you guarantee to have the authority and required 

motorcycling experience to partake in such a motorcycle tour and that you accept the Terms and 

Conditions set out in this document. 

 

3. Costs 

 All our prices are fixed.  Please see our costs page with detail programs for expedition prices online. 

 A special cost can be offered for a group of more than 10 participants. 

 

4. Deposit and Balance payment 

 30% - Deposit per Rider / Pillion is required when booking online with MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS 

ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd to secure your seat on one of our motorbike tours. 

 70% - Balance is to be collected at the first hotel of the expedition on your arrival in India by one of our 

representatives.    

 Deposit payments are made payable to MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd and 

they can be made via Bank Transfer, in Euros, Dollars or in Sterling Pounds as this makes paying for 

facilities easier en-route.  Traveller Cheques are NOT accepted.  All deposits should be addressed to 

MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd. 

 

5. Cancellation 

 If you need to cancel your booking, please do so in writing.   

http://motorcycleexpeditions.com/fixed-departure-calendar/


 

 If your cancellation is received more than eight weeks before your departure date, 30% of your deposit 

will be refunded.   

 f your cancellation is received less than eight weeks before the departure date, there will be no refund 

on your deposit.  

 If you are delayed or think you might be late, contact details will be available and everything possible 

will be done to make alternative arrangements in order to meet you further down the road.  Extra fees 

may be incurred at the Riders’ cost. 

 

6. Leaving a Tour Mid-Way 

 No refunds are given if your Tour is terminated early due to an accident, impaired fitness to continue, 

dismissal from a Tour, or any other reason.  Leaving a Tour mid-way will incur the loss of your 

Motorcycle Security Deposit. 

 

7. Tour Amendment 

 Should we find that a specific tour group has an insufficient number of riders, we reserve the right to 

amend the route for this smaller group, without diluting any of the characteristics of the tour.  

 Our tours are planned several months in advance to avoid adverse climate conditions.  Should any 

unforeseeable situations, beyond our control arise while on tour e.g. landslides, snow pack, earthquake 

or glacier movement, we reserve the right to alter the route and detour as necessary to continue with 

the adventure in safety, as your welfare is of utmost importance.  The decision of the Motorcycle 

Expeditions Guide is final in this case.  In such rare cases, extra costs may have to be incurred and 

these will need to be covered by the Riders / Pillions. 

 

8. Food and Beverages 

 We are very conscious about catering and aim to dish up hygienic cuisine on our motorbike tours.  

Sometimes we ride well off the beaten tracks, where we will eat local and as much as it’s an incredible 

delight to the palate and an authentic and wonderful experience, it might not meet European 

standards. 

 We will dine in hotels if that’s the accommodation for the night. 

 Our efficient kitchen crews are always ready to serve you five star cuisines at high altitudes in the 

deluxe camping, during the expeditions.  

 Should you have any special requirement e.g. vegetarian or food allergies, please discuss this with us in 

advance, so we can arrange accordingly. 

 Water bottles are always provided by the backup jeep during road trips.   

 Consumption of high content alcohol is prohibited during riding time and also not beneficial for 

oxygen absorption / levels at high altitude, but the evenings are full of chit-chat and rum punch to 

knock out the fatigue of the day. 

 

9. Motorcycle Damage Deposit 

 The motorcycles are insured under Third Party as per legal requirements, but this will not cover 

humans, animals and vehicles in accidents involving tourists.  

Thailand & Laos are an exception as the motorcycles are covered by insurance which compares to 

Western insurance. 

 A safety deposit of USD 300- is required as a prerequisite to motorcycle assignment to the Rider and 

this deposit can be paid in cash or via credit card authorization prior to the start of the tour.  Damages 



 

sustained to the motorcycle are entirely the responsibility of the Rider and should the damages exceed 

the amount of the safety deposit, MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd reserves 

the right to claim the costs from the Rider separately.  If no damages are incurred during your 

motorcycle expedition, then no charges will appear on your credit card or your cash deposit will be 

returned.  In case of small damages, the remainder of the deposit will be returned to the Rider. 

 Repairs of small accidental damage from bikes falling over & light spills are normally covered by the 

tour price, but MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd reserves the right to appraise 

all damages and repair costs and bill accordingly.  

 

10. Etiquette and Protocol 

 Riding a motorcycle in Asia and Indian sub-continent is a privilege.  MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS 

ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd is grateful to the Tourism Authority of the Indian sub-continent and Asia for 

permission to operate tours of this kind in Asian countries.  Although some remote regions are 

opening their doors to the outside world and experimenting with new ideas for tourism, participants 

are reminded of the culturally sensitive nature of these trips and are urged and requested to conduct 

themselves in a respectable manner and show extra courtesy and riding style while encountering local 

residents!  

 We further ask you to please show respect and courtesy to your fellow riders.  

  

11. Personal Risk, Responsibility and Insurance 

 Wearing protective clothing and a helmet at all times while riding is compulsory. 

 You the Rider and / or Pillion are responsible for necessary travel and medical insurance which covers 

(1) your personal health and belongings and (2) you for riding a large capacity motorcycle for transport.  

MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd cannot be held responsible for any injury or 

loss. 

 Nobody wants to get hurt or injured on a tour, but accidents do sometimes happen.  You should have 

a travel insurance policy that is sufficient for your personal health / medicinal needs and covers 

hospitalisation or repatriation. In remote locations, there will be no mobile signal and helicopter 

recovery service and ambulances may not be available.  The tour leader will ensure that the best 

possible evacuation/services are provided according to local availability. 

 Be aware that your insurance may cover helicopter rescue, but that we may have to send a messenger 

back down the road for one day to find a telephone that works in order to summon one, assuming the 

nearest helicopter is in working order – this would be the case on the more remote excursions in the 

mountains. 

 We request riders to provide an alternative emergency contact and in the unfortunate event that 

anything serious should happen to you, we will inform this alternative contact of your condition as soon 

as possible. 

 

12. Conduct On Tour 

 We reserve the absolute right to remove you from the Tour without notice and refund, should your 

behaviour in our opinion: 

 Cause annoyance, distress or danger to others in the group or anyone with whom we come in 

contact on Tour. 

 Cause undue damage to motorcycles or places in which we stay. 

 We will not tolerate racism. 



 

 

13. A Word of Caution 

 Motorcycling in the mountainous areas of the Indian sub-continent (Himalaya & Karakoram), Nepal and 

Bhutan is surely one of the best ways to experience the regions’ rich cultures, friendly people, and 

unequalled scenery.  At the same time, motorcycling does have its dangers, especially on narrow 

mountain roads with unpredictable traffic and abrupt changes in weather conditions.  Tours operated 

by MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd, should be undertaken by fit, experienced 

riders with an open mind to accepting changing conditions and different rules of the road.  We 

guarantee you an everlasting life time memory and life changing motorcycling with us in Asia and the 

Indian sub-continent. 

  

14. Visa Requirements 

 You must hold a full Passport and it must have at least 6 months validity remaining after your return 

home. 

 Immigration Authorities in all counties are very strict about valid visas and at no time should you allow 

your visa to expire whilst in India or Nepal. 

 Nepal Visas - Nepal On-Entry visas are valid for 60 days and can be renewed either in 

Kathmandu or Pokhara for an additional 1 month visa, up to 150 days (5 months) per calendar 

year. The charge at any of the border crossings is US$40 per month.  A renewal visa for Nepal 

will cost $60 for 1 month. 

 

15. Formalities 

 The Contract between you and MOTORCYCLE EXPEDITIONS ADVENTURE TOUR Pvt Ltd is based on 

the Terms and Conditions laid down in our Terms and Conditions pages.  

 We reserve the right to make changes due to natural uncertainty to tour itineraries without prior notice. 

 Please ask any questions you may have regarding our Terms and Conditions. 

 

16. Our Team 

We are more than happy to welcome you on one of our motorcycle expeditions.  Our team will 

ensure all your safety, comfort, bikes, food and accommodation.  An immemorial motorcycle tour with 

us is a guarantee.  We know how valuable your holidays are, especially while planning a motorcycle 

trip in foreign countries.  It’s a year or two in advance planning.  You are in safe hands, since we have 

years of experience of the terrain.  We know each and every corner of the itineraries we offer.  Your 

tours are not only guided by a professional motorcycle crew, but they are passionate motorcycle 

enthusiasts who love what they are doing.  We are looking forward to welcome you soon, for a ―Ride 

beyond your dreams!‖ 

  

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/nepal/visas

